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Terahertz demultiplexing by a single-shot time-to-space conversion
using a film of squarylium dye J aggregates
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We applied time-to-space conversion using femtosecond nonlinear-optical response of
squarylium-dye~SQ! J-aggregates film. A pump pulse and a train of four probe pulses were
illuminated on the same area~10 mmf! of the film in direction of oblique and normal to the film
plane, respectively. Due to the oblique illumination, the pump pulse met probe pulses~interval time:
1 ps! at separate places. The film picked out part of each probe pulse by its transmittance change,
which was observed for a transmitted image of spatially separated four lines. Response time of the
SQ J aggregates is enough for the single-shot 1 THz demultiplexing. ©2000 American Institute
of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!01030-5#
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Optical switching devices with driving speeds of femt
second time scale are strongly desired for future Tbits/s
formation networks. Some attractive devices for Tbits/s
multiplexing using inorganic semiconductors have be
introduced,1,2 although there are no proposal of devices pic
ing out multisignals in a single shot demultiplexing whic
should be important for interconnection between a Tbi
network and Gbits/s networks. For single shot multiplexin
ideas of time-to-space conversion must be one of the pow
ful solutions.3–6 Numbers of interesting methods have be
introduced in this field of time-to-space conversion, whi
enables pulse shaping,3 making pulse trains,4,5 and also spa-
tial imaging of pulse trains.6 However, these methods us
correlation between time–domain and spectrum–dom
and the fundamental femtosecond pulse is required to
transform limited. This requirement should reduce the abi
for practical application especially in future systems us
time-division multiplexed with wavelength-division mult
plexed.

One of the most important characteristics of femtos
ond light pulses is the spatial thinness of them in their pro
gation direction. For a 100 fs pulse, the thinness correspo
to be 33mm. If we illuminate some plane by a femtoseco
laser pulse with a large beam diameter in an oblique an
there is a spatial delay of illumination timing. We also c
evaluate this delay using another femtosecond pulse like
femtosecond pump–probe method. This principle was
plied in measurement of a pulse width in the time dom
using second harmonic generation~SHG! crystals called
single-shot autocorrelation7 and also in a visualization o
femtosecond time-resolved nonlinear polarigraphy with
two-dimensional detector.8 From this point of view, single-
shot demultiplexing with time-to-space conversion can
available if we have a large-area film which changes tra
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mittance or reflectance of the light pulses in femtoseco
time scales.

We have studied the formation of films with squaryliu
dye ~SQ! J aggregates and observed a highly efficient a
utlrafast nonlinear optical response at room temperature.9–12

Special features of these films are the ease in fabricatio
large film on varieties of substrates and the fast recovery
absorption saturation~half-decay time of 200–300 fs! with
low energy of pumping pulses~several tens fJ/mm2! required
for absorption saturation. A quite large absorption coeffici
more than 106/cm at resonant wavelength9 is also important
in constructing a thin film device. Films of SQJ aggregates
are expected to be one of the most promising materials
this application of the single-shot demultiplexing. In this le
ter, we observed time-to-space conversion of THz pulse t
using femtosecond transmittance change using this org
thin film of the J aggregates.

Schematic viewgraph of our single shot demultiplexi
method with an ultrafast two-dimensional optical switch
shown in Fig. 1. The train of signal pulses is illuminate
normally to the two-dimensional optical switching film in
beam diameter of several millimeters. A single read-o
pulse with the same diameter is illuminated on the same a

FIG. 1. Schematic viewgraph showing the principle of single-shot demu
plexing by means of time-to-space conversion.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of the film in an oblique angle. Optical switching of tran
mittance change begins and finishes from the near side to
far side of the film within a time duration of several picose
onds, which is required for passing the read-out pu
through the film. This time duration can be tuned by cha
ing the oblique angle and the diameter of the illumina
area. Because of this spatial delay of the transmitta
change, each pulse in the signal pulse train can transmit
spatially separated narrow area, nearer the earlier one
each signal pulse can be separated spatially if the switch
off time of the film is faster than the interval times betwe
the signal pulses in the train.

For the two-dimensional optical switching material, S
with a chemical formula, as shown in Fig. 2, is used. Fil
of SQ J aggregates were formed on glass substrates b
spin-coating method from a solution of SQ in 1,
dichloloethane at 1 wt %.11 The typical size of the glass sub
strates were 50 mm squared. Spin-coated films of the
exhibit a sharp absorption band~called J band! at 776 nm.
The thickness of the film was approximately 100 nm a
typical absorbance at the peak of theJ band was about 1.5

In our previous work, efficient absorption saturation w
observed at the peak of theJ band by resonant and a littl
off-resonant~longer wavelength! pumping. In the case o
off-resonant pumping, though efficiency of absorption sa
ration was lower~require pump energy of several hundr
fJ/mm2!, its recovery was faster compared with that of t
resonant one, accompanied by less slow tailing.12 In this
time, a two-wavelengths femtosecond pump–probe met
with off-resonant pump and resonant probe beams were
in evaluation of switching ratio and in confirmation of th
principle of the single shot demultiplexing. Both pump a
probe beams were generated from a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire re-
generative amplifier system~Spectra Physics, Spitfire! with
an optical parametric amplifier~OPA!. SHG of OPA signal
beam~776 nm! and regenerative amplified beam~795 nm!
picked out from the OPA were used for signal~probe! and
read-out~pump! pulses, respectively. The transient spectra
the transmitted probe beam were measured by an arra
photodiode coupled with a grating. Trains of four pro
pulses with a repetition rate of 1 THz were made using be
splitters and retroreflectors.2 The probe beam illuminates th
optical switching film in the normal direction, which mean
that each probe pulse arrives to the illumination area at
same time with an interval time of 1 ps. On the other ha
the oblique angle of the pump illumination was set to
17.5° which resulted in the time delay of 1 ps, correspon
to a spatial distance of 1 mm at the film plane in the ho
zontal direction. The diameter of illumination area by bo
the probe and the pump beams was 10 mm. Beam patter
picked out~transmitted! probe pulse trains were taken by
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera facing the probe bea
without using any lenses. Neutral-density filters were use

FIG. 2. Chemical formula of SQ substituted with four butyl groups.
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inhibit saturation of the detectors. Exposure time for ea
image was 1 s~corresponding to 1000 pulses!.

In evaluation of switching ratio and recovery time of th
SQJ-aggregate film, the pump beam was illuminated into
area of 0.6 mm2 with a pulse energy of 800 fJ/mm2. Figure 3
shows the spectra of transmitted light in the direction of
probe beam. A clear increase in transmittance of the pr
beam with an illumination of the pump beam was observ
The calculated intensity of the transmitted light for the pro
with pump was almost 30% larger than that for the pro
only. As the light intensity for the pump only was 33 time
smaller than that of the probe with pump, optical noise d
to the scattered pump beam at the film of SQJ aggregates
was negligible. Figure 4 shows the result of response tim
the transmittance change of the film at the center wavelen
of the probe pulses~776 nm!. The ratio of the transmittance
change reached to 37% of its static transmittance at 0
This transmittance change recovered 74% of the peak v
at 1 ps after the pump illumination. The ratio of transm
tance change at 776 nm was a little larger than the valu
the photon-energy integrated transmittance change~Fig. 3!
because the transmittance change was the most distingu
at the peak of theJ band.

These results suggest that the SQJ-aggregates films
have the ability for THz optical switching with intensity de
tection by a CCD camera without using any monocromete
For the purpose of making spatial delay of several picos

FIG. 3. Transmitted light spectra in the direction of the probe beam
illumination of probe only~solid line!, probe with pump~broken line!, and
pump only~dotted line!. Ratios of light intensities calculated by integratio
of counts as a function of photon energy were 1 : 1.3 : 0.039 for the pr
only : probe with pump : pump only, respectively.

FIG. 4. Temporal change of transmittance at the center wavelength~776
nm! of femtosecond probe pulses. Transmittance change observed at
was recovered 73% after 1 ps.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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onds on illumination of a single pump pulse, the diameter
both the pump and probe beams were expanded and c
mated to be 10 mm. Pump pulses of the same energy de
as the previous section were used in this experiment. Ima
of the probe beam taken by the CCD camera are show
Fig. 5. In Fig. 5~c!, the subtracted image clearly shows th
each femtosecond probe pulse is picked out at a different
separated rectangular area in the SQJ-aggregates film as a
pump pulse passes at the speed of 1 mm/ps on the su
plane. Typical cross-section intensity shown in Fig. 5~d! in-
dicates a temporal change of transmittance from the lef
the right in scale of 1 mm corresponding to 1 ps. Althou
the transmittance change did not recover totally betw
each probe pulse, the response speed of theJ aggregates was
ready to distinguish pulses of 1 THz. High frequency nois
observed for even narrower vertical lines in Fig. 5 may
caused by diffraction due to some optical instruments. M
adjustments of the optical setup and the use of optical p
with larger areas can improve the demultiplexing image. T
SQJ-aggregates film is stable enough for these demultip
ing experiments because there was no clear decrease
optical density after these experiments. Also, more deta
stability characterization should be necessary for pract
applications.

Films of SQJ aggregates were confirmed to exhibit hig
efficiency of absorption bleaching, which recovers in t
femtosecond time region. Ultrafast optical switching w
transmittance increments up to 30% of the initial level can

FIG. 5. Images of the probe pulse train without~a! and with~b! illumination
of the pump pulse and a differential image~c! subtracting~a! from ~b!.
Exposure time of each image was 1 s~1000 pulses!. ~d! is the typical profile
of light intensity on the image of~c!, written in the same scale.
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achieved with the pump energy of several hundreds fJ/mm2

for the spin-coated SQJ-aggregate film. By a preliminary
experiment using wide beams of probe pulse trains and pu
pulses, demultiplextion of time-to-space conversion was
sualized for vertical lines of picked out probe pulses. The
results suggest the possibility of a single-shot demultiplex
at 1 THz using films of SQJ aggregates. Much enhanceme
of signal-to-noise ratio is still required for true single-sh
operations, which will be available by the improvement
optical setup and the application of some reflection structu
to the film.10 However, the importance of this work lies i
highlighting the performance of the large-area organic d
film which is attractive for simple single-shot space-to-tim
conversion between picosecond time domain and millime
spatial domain. In this time, demultiplexing in one dime
sion was confirmed using oblique illumination of read-o
pulses and extension to two-dimensional demultiplexing
be easily achieved by applying another delay to the perp
dicular direction where the number of separated pulses
single shot must be much larger.
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